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SUMMARY 

The work of the W.G. lV.) is suilll:larised including the 
present state of the art in orthophotomapping. Emphasis 
is given to special applications and special reproduction 
methods and the Report contains microfiche samples of 
orthuphotomapping under a 24x reduction. 
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ORTIIOPIIOTOGRAP!IY Al'<D PIWTOl'IAPPING 

REPORT ON WORKING GROUP IV.S 

GENERAL. 

Working Group IV.S was created with the following alms: 

"To consider the problems of production relating to 
orthopltotographic procedures (especially automated 
procedures), re!Jroduction and the use of cartographic 
documents of all kinds". 

As a result, the approach of the Working Group has oeen to contact organ
isations and/or people directly involved in !Jractical orthophotography 
and photomapping and to prepare a group of statements for this Congress 
consistent with the spirit of the stated aims. 

Tl1e work has been completed in three stages: 

1. An Australian orthophoto and photomapping "user" survey. 

2. The prl'paration and distribution of a World questionnaire 
dc~signed to assess utilisation, production methods, and 
trends in photomapping generally. 

3. The compilation on microfiche of a World collection of 
ortho~1otomaps and photomaps. 

Ll S E R S ll l\ VE Y • 

It would be irresponsible to assume that a "user" survey carried out in 
Australia would reflect World user opinion in orthophoto, but several 
aspects of such a survey have been upheld by comments supplied in a World 
questionnaire supporting the third stage of this Report. 

A World "user" survey was conlehlplated but subsequently discarded when 
the problems were fully appraised. It is conceivable that similar surveys 
have been undertaken in other countries and it may be in tl1e interest of 
a future Working Group to seek, collate, and assess the results of any 
such surveys. 

The Australian survey was organised through tl1e Members of the National 
Happing Council of Australia and by their kind assistance, through the 
various map sales outlets of the nation. 

It was a short term project lasting three months, in which period oore 
than 100 replies were received from orthophotomap (U.P.M.) users prep
ared to complete questionnaire fonas preferred at the counters of the 
various sales outlets. This is not a large sample but it proved to be 
interesting and representative of a broad group of users. (It is of 
further interest to note that even now, some twelve months after the 
survey, completed questionnaires are still being received). 
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Of the sur:.ples originally analysed, some 59% were completed by State 
and Commonwealth Government Officers and a further 13% by t-lembers of 
Local Government, yielding a national aggregate of 72% from Government 
sources. 

On a national basis, private compantes supplied 17% of the tot&L sample 
and individuals representing a variety of activities provided an 
additional ll%. 

TABLE 1 -
CATEGORIES OF USEH. EHPLOYl-1ENT. 

User Category 

Civil Engineers 
Tovm Planners 
Land Surveyors 
Architects 
Other 

% 

33 
22 
18 

5 
22 

TABLE 2 -
DISTRIHUTION OF USES. 

l;la~ning 
Environ~ental study 
Recreat1.on 
Other 

% 

31 
26 

7 
16 

6 
14 l

' ~=~~=~ion 
----------------------' 

The Professional user 1s more often identified with Special Purpose 
(Project) type mapping. The need is invariably for data which is up 
to date and there will mostly be a time constraint upon its supply. 

The interest of the Professional user 1s even more obvious when the 
Australian national production figures are compared with user demand 1n 
the various scales of mapping. 

TABLE 3 -
COMPARISONS OF PRODUCTION AND DE~IAND. 

Scale 

1:500- 1:2 500 
1:4 000 - 1:5 000 
1:10 000 
1:25 000 
1:50 000 
1:100 000 

% Production 

35 
33 
15 

5 
1 

11 

% Demand 

39 
30 
27 

2 

2 

lt should be understood that in the Australian mapping environment only 
the National Mapping authorities are concerned with the 1:100 000 ortho
photo compilation programme wllich assists a derived 1:250 000 map prog
ramwe through the central, more arid regions of the Continent. The 
demand is therefore more specialised. Similarly it should be pointed 
out that the 1:50 000 topographic mapping programme is a limited programme 
at present. Haps are either compiled at such a scale to serve tlte 
1:100 000 topograpltic series or to provide a basis for a particular 
State mapping need. 

When orthophotomapping or photomapping is compiled in Series form it is 
natu~ally developed in scales and formats consistent with a Standard Map 
Series, thereby taking full advantage of the existing control data. 
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A user survey is invariably answered in respect to products which are 
available rather than in products which might be contemplated. The 
Australian survey clearly demonstrated the demand in the larger scales 
and whereas there is an obvious imbalance in the 1:10 000 scale, the 
remainder of the scales were fairly well matched. 

The programme in these larger scales is confined to the State authorities 
and to the private offices and whilst not all States are in agreement 
as to the most suitable scales the evidence suggests a co~non need in 
series orthophotomaps over urban communities at a scale of either 1:4 000 
or 1:5 000 and the need for orthophoto or photomaps at 1:10 000 on a 
regional basis. 

Criticism was directed to the sl1eet size of certain orthophoto products. 
The Al size would seem to be the most popular product. l<arely was 
comment at variance with the quality of the imagery provided, except 1n 
small scales. Both this matter and the matter of a variable contour 
interval will be discussed in a later section of this Report. 

THE WORLD QUESTIONNAIRE. 

Questionnaires are tlte only practical means of gathering widely dis
tributed data in a standard form. International questionnaires suffer 
mostly due to the various languages pertaining. A questionnaire framed 
1n the language common to a recipient is far more likely to be answered 
in the same language than one requiring translation. 

The questionnaire supJ?orting Cummission IV.S was finally issued in English 
only after the logistics pertaining to its issue in various languages 
were fully investigated. The result yielded a 34% return following a 
written reminder to all concerned. 

Although this may be considered a little disappointing the replies 
covered a broad World distribution of both Government and private office 
orthophoto producers and in the majority of cases were complete and well 
prepared. 

The questionnaire was 1n three sections - A, B and C. 

Section A was designed to support each sample of orthophoto or photo
map supplied by a particular mapping organisation. These 
samples, with a copy of the completed questionnaire, are 
contained in the microfiche appended to the Report. 

Section B was designed to gain further knowledge of orthophoto prod
uction methods at present in~se by organisations. 

Section C was designed to ascertain production statistics, research 
and general uses of orthophotos. 

A reduced copy of Sections A and B is included as part of this Report. 
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Some interesting statistics consistent with the period 1976-1980 include: 

Fifty-six 
the period 
producers, 

percent (56%) of producers expanded their 
and 26% of those, representing 15% of the 
commenced O.P.M. production for the first 

operations during 
total sample of 
time. 

Sixteen percent (16%) of those who expanded their operations expected to 
increase their orthophoto production beyond that of their normal topo
graphical map involvement. 

The O.P.M. product, presented directly in diazo or photographic form, or 
indirectly by further cartographic processing, represents some 35% of 
the World's topographic mapping and production is seen to be increasing 
by some 58% of producers. 

TABLE 4 -
SHOWING Til£ PERCENTAGE OF PRODUCr::RS COMPILIHG AT EACH OF 
SEVERAL SCALES. 

O.P.M. scale Percentage of Producers 

1:500- 1; 1 000 22 
1:2 000 - 1:2 500 51 
1:4 000 - 1:5 000 55 
1:10 000 - 1:12 000 55 
1:20 000 - 1:25 000 32 
1:50 000 - 1:100 000 18 

The Australian survey indicated a similar trend of production but the 
World survey expresses greater activity in the 1:25 000 scale. Under 
scrutiny this increase can be qualified by the number of organisations 
which use orthophoto and photomaps as dedicated tools of management e.g. 
Forestry and Soils Sciences. In the majority of such uses, the medium 
scale products are composited with line or variable colour overlays. 

Further to this there are organisations who utilise the medium scale 
product in series form as the basis of a total cadastral mapping system 
and others who use it as a companion series. 

The best known use of the Orthophotomap as a General Purpose Topographic 
Series edition is that found in the United States Geological Service. 

This utilisation was reported upon at the Helsinki Congress and an update 
given to the Ottawa Symposium on Commission IV in 1978. 

The systemwas initially designed as a means of providing map substitutes 
in unmapped areas of the United States !(f America and in servicing a 
multipurpose need in land use planning and natural resources inventories. 
Reproduction is in one of two forms - as black and white 11 orthophotoquads 11 

in a 7.5 minute format with a geographic grid and with a few place names 
added; or as a full colour topographic map quadrangle using an ortho
photo base. These particular maps \Jhich include about 10% of the total 
orthophoto production in the quadrangles are generally prepared when 
the conventional line maps cannot adequately portray the terrain e.g. 
extensive swamps or deserts. 
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Apart from these and some well-known utilisations in Series form, such 
as th"' General Land Use (Economic) Hap of Sweden, the questionnaire has 
unearthed a variety of "Series" type applications not all General Purpose 
in character but mostly including some form of cadastral composite. 

Upon reflection, this grouping is a natural developmt'nt, for in land areas 
of little cultural development, the cadastral fabric and the pictorial 
map presentation of the ground have a strong interdependency - one map 
enhances the value of the other. The "Jessiman" r.1ethod of line enhance
ment on orthophotomaps maximises the thematic effectiveness of the union. 
Additional advantage is taken in colour printing. 

In land areas of increasing cultural development there 1s a lesser inter
dependency. As "planning purposes" provide the principal reasons for 
large scale ortlwplwtos, tl1is relationship with the cadastral fabric 1s 
u matter to aid the planning rather than enhance the value of the 
orthophoto. 

Large scale orthophotos have the added value of greater resolution in 
ground detail and suffer the fat0 of most large scale mapping in that 
they are more quickly out of date. It is uut uncommon to find the 
cadastral/orthophoto union <Jchievt~d by separnte transparl'nt overlays. 
Reproduction is most likely to be by diazo process. 

In a paper to the Ottawa Symposium on ~Olllf•Jission IV in _lcfl:/d, P: B. Stew
ardson outlined the three basic links 1n the process of prepartng an 
orthophotomap. They were: 

l. The original photographic image. 
2. The geometricdata serving as the basis of the 

plllltograpllic transformation and 
3. The transfo11nation itself. 

His paper traced important quaH ty constraints in each of the links and 
as such it is an important document for those seeking to advance the 
greater utilisation of the orthophoto product. 

Only about 50% of the respondents to the questionnaire were prepared to 
answer questions relating to image specifications and in the majority 
of such answers there was little uniformity. 

Compared to the constraints outlined by Stewardson, most producers 
obtain ex~essive density ranges in the final generation O.P.M. negntive. 
lie suggests developing the O.P.H. negative to a density ranging from .2 
to .3 above fog tl1rough a range of .7 when considering diazo repro
duction and a lesser range for photographic reproduction. Production 
values of .4 to 1.6 were not uncommon from the survey. 

This fnct inciicates that some producers are seeking a "special purpose" 
impact by building a, product of aesthetic quality, servicing a particular 
nl'ed and wltil;;L this in itself is praiseworthy, it should be retained 
fur special purpose applicatious only. 
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AUTOI'!ATED AND DIGITAL PROCEDllflliS. 

Image C<lrrelation Techniques have not been reported to be widely used 
for routine O.P.M. production except in the U.S.G.S. and seemingly is 
restricted to medium and small scale programmes. 

The Institute Gt~ographica Augustin Codazzi (I.G.A.C.) Bogata, Columbia, 
l1ave recently installed a Gestalt Photomapper II (G.P.N.ll) to produce 
stereo-orthophotos as part of an integrated cadastral mapping system 
(Cadastre Latin Ar,terica). The general technique is that described by 
!Hachut (1976). 

lligital Control Tt•chniques are ossociated with produc,~rs who have entered 
into orthoplwto production in the past four years and to the one or two 
other producers \-Jho have added digital modifications to existing analogut• 
control systems. 

Th~ tecl1nology and software allowing compilation of a desired contour 
from digital elevation data does ttut appear to be routine production. 
Exceptions are to be found in the ll.S.G.S., the Geodetic Institute of 
Denmark and the Natiunal Land Survey of Sweden. In the case of the last 
named, COLJtour information 1s extracted from a Land Data Bank. 

Digital control techniques which include automated correlation have heen 
reported as being in practical operation by 36% of respondents to the 
World questionnaire. 

REPRODUCTION NETllODS. 

Continuous tone photographic systems and half tone diazo or offset 
reproduction techniques are the basic procedures available lo the 
ptoduc:er. Boll! are well tried and fiud favour according to the manner 
and scale of the map sought. Large scale productions are more likely 
to utilise photographic or half tone diazo processes whereas the medium 
and small scales are likely to be created from half tone offset methods. 

Random Dot (R.D.)- attempts to compromise the problems of poor image 
particularly in the medium and smaller scales. The technique ·~anu
factures" a screen for each intage and creates a random dot unique for 
the particular image to be reproduced rather than creating a regular 
dot screen. The screen is manufactured by over-exposing the O.P.M. 
negative to a UV light source and passing the resultant positive latent 
image through a fixing bath only. 

The action of the UV light on the film emulsion partially develops the 
silver crystals and with further processing forms an R.D. screen to 
hr·eakup dense image detail in the printing down process. 

In effect, when the R.D. screen is printed down with the O.P.M. negative, 
the resultant positive image is a combination of continuous tone and R.JJ. 
tone in the highlights and shadows uf the total image. 

Experimental work and practjcal experience has been reported upon from 
both the U.S.G.S. and Australia. 
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Analogue Edge Enhancement (PICTOMAP) has been reported upon from Great 
Britain, Israel and Australia. 

The technique creates a hard black line along the edges of images of con
trasting density by superimposing an edge enhanl<~ment overlay during the 
printing down process. This overlay is created from an image processed 
as a false negative made fro1.1 a composite of the original continuous 
tone negative and a continuous tone positive transparency. This com
posite is demanding of the misregister of the continuous tone positive 
transparency in terms of the continuous tone negative in tl1e direction 
of the fall of the shadow detail. This misregister creates a small neg
ative window which when printed down Lo a positive, forms a black edge 
line overlay. This overlay is then finally printed down with the original 
tone positive transparency to a contact negative or positive depending 
upon the type of reproduction to be used (ie offset or diazo). 

Density "Dodging" Techniques. This allows mosaicing to take place from 
a variety of negatives with greatly improved join quality using the 
"montage" method. The equipment includes 236, 7.5 watt bulbs which 
illumimate a 24 11 x 30

11 
exposing surface. Each bulb is on a reostat 

\vhich can raise, lower or extinguish the intensity of light. From the 
example given (Microfiche F7) the results are impressive. 

Automated 0 tical Scannin' systems with associated playback has been 
reported from Canada Alberta Transportation), but little further inform
ation is known. 

TilE MICROFICHE SAHPLES. 

The original intention of the Working Group was to produce two microfiche 
each of some 56 samples, one in colour and one in black and white. 
Unfortunately only 16 colour samples were received plus an additional 
50 samples 1n black and white. 

A total of 62 samples have finally been combined in COSATI format to form 
a single microfiche in black and white, containing 7 columns of 7 samples, 
plus 1 column of 6 samples, plus an index in the bottom right hand corner. 

A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 

G 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Inde:ll: 

The samples have been grouped according to scale, ranging from 1:500 
(3 samples) to a 1:500 000 sample of a coloured Landsat image. 

The original supplied copies have been reduced by a factor of 24. All 
original samples were 24cms x 24cms and attached to the right-hand side 
of each was a completed questionnaire outlining the manner of its com
pilation. The overall size of each original copy was therefore 36cms 
x 24 ems and the reduced size on microfiche is l.5cms x l em. 
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Every endeavour has been made to ensure the quality of the reduced 
images and each of the 2000 copies provided. To further support this 
aspect of Working Group IV.S, the original samples have been grouped 
and displayed in the display area of the Congress and colour micro
fiche anJ reader made available. 

Photomapping is particularly a function of pictorial quality and carto
graphic enhancement. Such an enhancement lifts an image out of the 
ordinary and projects it in support of a theme. The many tl1emes provided 
by the samples can only be understood by careful examination of the 
prodtJcts. Unfortunately the lack of colour in the microfiche does much 
to lessen the thematic impact. 

SUHMARY. 

Modern cartograpl1y implies the graphical, pictorial or digital treatment 
of basic and/or derived map information data. 

Photomapping using either aerial photography or satellite imagery can 
claim to be the principal means of pictorial cartographic treatment. 

Orthophotomapping derived as a result of differential rectification of 
the hasic aerial photography has claim to being a total mapping system, 
for the source data readily provides tl1e third dimensional measurement 
and unlike satellite imagery is operative through all scales of present 
day mapping. 

Further to this, it binds itself to virtually any thematic or special 
purpose work including non-topographic applications. Its role is furtber 
enhanced by the development in stereo-orthographic systems and equipment. 

The research has shown: 

1. Rarely is the manufacture of an orthophotomap considered to be a 
special cartographic application, demanding ui. specially skilled 
operators working in a team environment responsible for the full 
range of planning and production tasks demanded. 

ie - From the design of the aerial photography specifications to 
quality acceptance of the aerial negative; from the manufacture of 
the dispositive to the quality acceptance of the dispositive; from 
the photograrnrnetric creation of the orthophoto product and its 
subsequent production and cartographic enhancement, to quality 
acceptance of the finally printed product. 

2" Many Government agencies are seen t4il be creating a General Purpose 
"Series 11 product for a Special Purpose need and the product is 
proving to be inadequate, often out-of-date and a poor base for 
additional thematic ehhancement. 

3. Whilst digital storage techniques offer the most practical and 
economical metlwds to store and retrieve a dat , profile record, 
this capability is available to less than 50% ut present-day 
producers. 
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4. The intention to revise existing maps has been indicated by 43% of 
producers but 10% of this category have no facility to retrieve a 
profile record. This time span for revision ranges from 3-15 years 
and 1s seen as being "scale dependent". 

5. Tlte general user prefers a symbolised perceptive presentation where
as the professional user is more concerned with current information 
provided in the speediest and most practical way. 

6. It suggests a need for a two tiered mapping system founded upon 
digital recording and profiling systems adequately designed to 
service special purpose and general purpose applications. 

7. lt suggests that ideally the role of the orthophoto producer should 
emerge as that of a provider of up-to-date map information data 
in digital or picture form sufficiently flexible for use in a wide 
variety of cartographic applications. 

8. It suggests that such flexibility will not be achieved until topo
graphic data bases are readily available for all producers, but as 
an interim measure it requires produc<>' ,, to acknowledge the weakness 
of the present analogue systems and to be innovative in developing 
present digital technology to benefit the orthophoto process. 

9. It suggests that much is to be learnt from systems at present 
operative in the process1ng of satellite imagery. 

10. That, aided by the simple eq11ipment now under development, stereo
orthophoto systems will complete the full potential of ortho
mapping to vie as a total mapping system. Such equipment will 
allow the professional user to manipulate interpreted map data, 
including height to the maximum advantage of a particular study. 

The following Authorities have indicated current research: 

Authority 

United States Geological Survey 

Alberta Transportation, Canada 

National Research Council,Canada 

North West Survey Corporation, 
Int., Canada, 

Survey of Israel 
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Subject 

Dual camera systems for false 
colour reproduction. 

Automatic optical scanning and 
playback for improving the 
quality of poor imagery. 

Stereo-O.P.M. presentation speci
fi~ation for image quality. 

Blackout - bleed mask line 
enhancement technique. 

O.P.M. applications to geology. 



Atit itllrity 

Intc:rrwlional Institute• for 
AL·r i a l Survey and Earth 
Sc ienct•t>, t~elltvrLmds. 

Institute Geogrilpltic Nationale, 
France. 

Fairc.>y Surveys Ltd., Great 
llriLain 

~.ubject 

Ovvvloping t>oftware fur non
t>tandard procest>ur - contr-oller 
for Wild ORl, to input any 
form of D.H.l'!., G.C.P. and camera 
data. 

Exploitation of the stereouwte for 
civil engineering purposes. Devel
ur,II·t·nt of the Ortoster simple 
t>tereo compiler for viewing and 
measiirement of sterco-orthophuto.;. 

Has developed a complex production 
control t>ystem. 

The following Authorities have indicated a willingness to undertake 
[urllter research: 

United Stiltes Geolop,ical Survey 
National Resc•<Jrch Council, Canada 
l'eflas, Indonesia 
Nat ion a I Land Survey, Sweden 
Ceodt·Lic Institute, Cupenlwgen, Denmark 
Institute G.cographic Nationale (l.C.N.) France 
Technical University, Austria. 

RE l~O:VlHEN !JAT IOi~ S 

The \Vorking Group offers the following guidelines for further research 
on \.Jork ing Group activity. 

l. The development of specifications guiding image quality at the 
source (aerial negative) and for reproduced imagery frotr. Loth 
analogue and digital*(H.S.S., C.C.D.) format. 

Such specifications should consider the general "falling of[" of 
image resolution through Lite various stages of production and 
provide guidelines for processed density ranges in -

(a) Photographic reproduction. 
(b) Diazo reproduction, 
(c) Screen Printing methods. 

2. Investigate the general compliance of computer derivt~d ctmtours 
from D.E.~I.'s with present QUp accuracy standards including-

(a) Digital profile scanning. 
(b) Digital "string" recording of contours. 
(c) Stereo-orthop!toto compilation. 

3. Establish specifications for Image enhancement using researched 
n.cthods of: Random Dot plus analogue and digital techniques. 

·'· Hulti Spectral Scanner, Cl1arge Couple Device. 
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Conference for the Americas, Mexico City 1979. 
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Ba~e in S\veden, 9th International Conference 
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der Grundkarte des Bundeslandes Nordrhein
Westfa1en, Mitteilungen NR. 24, ETH Zurich
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The U.S.G.S. Orthophoto Program- A 1978 
Update. 
International Society for Photogrammetry 
Commission IV Intercongress Symposium 
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I.S.P. Proceedings Intercongress Symposium 
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Distribution of Models. 
Presented Paper - International Symposium 
Orlhophotomaps - 1975. 
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Presented Paper - Symposium of Kodak 1978. 
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Presented Paper - Congress of Brazilian 
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Presented Paper - Congress of Deconcentration 
Industry and Urban - 1979. 
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I.S.P. Proceedings Intercongress Symposium 
Ottawa, 1978. 
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